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SPECIAL REPORTS
Pinyin Romanization: New Developments and Possibilities
Background
As noted in Suping Lu's recent article, "A study on the Chinese Romanization Standard in
Libraries," the Library of Congress, in 1979 and 1980, recommended that the library
community undertake conversion from Wade-Giles to pinyin for the romanization of Chinese. It was anticipated that "more and more people will, in the future, approach Chinese
through pinyin romanization... fewer and fewer library users will have a working knowledge of Wade-Giles." The library community, however, voted to retain Wade-Giles.
In 1990 the Library of Congress again investigated the feasibility of converting from WadeGiles to pinyin. By that time, all other government agencies, as well as most of the scholarly and International communities, used pinyin to romanize Chinese. Libraries were virtually the only institutions in America that continued to use Wade-Giles.
Several different approaches to conversion were studied (for example, superimposition,
split or separate files, and dual data in records). Unfortunately, for every scenario, difficulties and disadvantages predominated. Each approach involved considerable cost and
human involvement, and none could guarantee a uniform practice that would be convenient
for library users.
In 1990 conversion did not appear to be feasible, economically or technically, in the forseeable future. So, even though the Library supported an eventual conversion to pinyin, and
thought such a change was inevitable, it could not justify embarking on any kind of conversion project at that time. Nevertheless, the Library planned to explore, with RLG and
OCLC, possibilities of machine conversion of existing MARC records to pinyin. Also, it
would lay groundwork by investigating and seeking agreement on an approach to pinyin
word division.
Recent developments
The Library has been monitoring recent developments that seem to indicate that conversion
to pinyin might now be possible without entailing many of the complications predicted severa! years ago. For example, Karl Lo has demonstrated the utility of his front-end conversion program, which now makes it possible for OCLC users to key in a brief command to
view in pinyin romanization a record cataloged in Wade-Giles or to go from pinyin to
Wade-Giles.
The Library has also been in touch with the National Library of Australia (NLA), which, in
the process of constructing a national database, is now converting approximately 800,000
records from Wade-Giles to pinyin in the coming months.
NLA's project is significant for several reasons. First, it makes use of an independent
conversion software program that identifies and converts Wade-Giles data in MARC records and then reassembles the records. The program even identifies Wade-Giles in records
that contain a mixture of languages. Parallel databases (containing Wade-Giles and pinyin)
are being created. Those files will be maintained indefinitely to assist other libraries as they
also convert to pinyin at their own pace.
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Word division follows the guidelines for Wade-Giles: the text is monosyllabic, except that
words which were hyphenated in Wade-Giles are automatically connected in pinyin. NLA
is not planning to convert authority records at this time, but anticipates that such conversion
could be accomphshed in much the same way as conversion of other bibliographic data.
NLA has identified a number of problems that it will have to deal with to produce error-free
records. A certain amount of human review is required, for example, to distinguish between di and de. Nevertheless, early results have been highly encouraging. In a recent
test run, 8,000 records were converted without error after being put through the program
and human review. Staff at the Library are now reviewing examples of con verted records
that NLA has generously sent to us.
The Library of Congress is following NLA's progress with considerable interest. If successful, such a program could make it possible to convert to pinyin without encountering
some of the major disadvantages that were anticipated in 1990. In the coming months, new
options for conversion and cooperative efforts will be discussed within the Library, with
the major Utilities, and then with the East Asian library community.
Preparing for conversion will involve plans and decisions about several related issues. A
standard for word division will have to be proposed, discussed, and settled upon. It will
be necessary to draft a plan for converting authority records. It is anticipated that, not only
identifying Wade-Giles headings but alsofindingWade-Giles references and verifying their
proper conversion, will prove to be major challenges. Agreement will have to be reached
on a MARC format to accommodate multiple romanization schemes. And then, of course,
an overall plan for conversion will have to be developed and agreed upon.
The Library is interested in your views on this topic. Please convey any comments to the
author at: melzer@mail.loc.gov
[NOTE: This article was originally pubhshed in Chinese librarianship: an international
electronic journal 1, no. 1 (June 1996)]
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National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
Winter Meeting Minutes Summary
26-27 January 1996
Berkeley, California
Members of the National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC)
attending: Karen Brazell (Cornell University), Dorothy Gregor (NCC Director), Karl Kahler (University of Pennsylvania), Ellis Krauss (University of California at San Diego),
Yasuko Matsudo (University of Michigan), Takayasu Miyakawa (Mitsubishi Research Institute), Ichiko Morita (Japan Documentation Center, Library of Congress), Eizaburo
Okuizumi (University of Chicago), Jutta Reed-Scott (Association of Research Libraries),
and Mariko Tamanoi (University of California at Los Angeles).
Guests attending: Margaret Mihori (Japan-United States Friendship Commission).
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Hosted by Dorothy Gregor, NCC Director, the NCC met in Berkeley, California on the
26th and 27th of January 1996.
Eizaburo Okuizumi reported on the November trip to Japan of several Japanese Studies Librarians (M. Matsui, H. Springer, S. Noguchi, and E. Okuizumi) to review the Japanese
Association of Private University Libraries (JAPUL)-sponsored Book Donation Project
and to select books for their libraries. NCC members urged that the project have more
open communication with the Japanese studies community about how the exchange materials should be collected and distributed. Perhaps NCC could work with the project to sponsor a librarian to review and select for smaller libraries in the United States. The NCC director will discuss this plan with M. Shibukawa during her visit to Japan. Takayasu Miyakawa announced that the Japan Art Catalog (JAC) Project of the Association for Cultural
Exchange (ACE) Japan has received tax-exempt certification. The JAC Project will begin
soliciting exhibition catalog donations in early February. NCC members revised the application form for libraries wishing to become the project's American depository hbrary. This
form will be distributed shortly and NCC will choose the depository library by April.
The Japan Foundation is sponsoring a Japan Studies Network (JS-Net) Study Group,
chaired by Takayasu Miyakawa to advise on development of an Internet-based network for
the study of Japan by overseas researchers. The Study Group will first do a survey to find
out current usage and needs of U.S. researchers. Ellis Krauss (University of California at
San Diego), chair of the Electronic Resources Subcommittee, agreed to carry out the survey
in the U.S. with support from ACE Japan.
The Librarian Training Subcommittee wül alter its focus away from general training issues
towards training to upgrade skills for dealing with rapidly changing electronic resources.
Perhaps a workshop will be offered at national and regional Association for Asian Studies
meetings.
Dorothy Gregor reported that, as Recon Coordinator, she and the Recon Subcommittee will
be surveying Hbraries with holdings of more than 40,000 volumes to lay the groundwork
for a proposal for support of a major recon project.
Takayasu Miyakawa and Eizaburo Okuizumi reported that the National Diet Library (NDL)
has decided to add Zasshi kiji sakuin on-line distribution to overseas users in a Memorandum of Cooperation with National Center for Science Information Systems (NACSIS).
NDL has also decided to provide magnetic tapes of the index to organizations and vendors
other than NACSIS. Delivery of CD ROM versions will start from April 1996.
Jutta Reed-Scott announced that the AAU/ARL Task Force has asked that foreign acquisition projects be scaled up. The project has been redefined to include all Japanese joumal
literature, not just science and technology materials. Dorothy Gregor asked NCC to review
a "User Requirements for Japanese Information" draft which will be used as a basis for
discussion at a meeting in February with NACSIS.
Takayasu Miyakawa reported that the University of Tokyo has approved substantial funding for the Institute of Social Science-Japan (SSJ) to expand its database of information on
research after World War II. SSJ will provide data; NACSIS will continue to provide bibliographic files.
Hisami Springer reported that the Japan Foundation Library Support Program Advisory
Subcommittee met at Columbia University on 15 January to evaluate fifty-one applications
for support. The Subcommittee recommended that in the ftiture the names of specialist li-
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brarians be listed for categories LSB1 and LSB2. They also suggested that a separate
component for hardware acquisition be added to the current library support program.
(Karl Kahler)
National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
Minutes of the Open Meeting
11 Aprill996
Honolulu, Hawaii
Yasuko Matsudo, chair of the JAC Project Task Force, announced that four institutions had
applied to become the U.S. depository hbrary for the JAC Project exchange. Members of
NCC unanimously approved the recommendation that the Freer Gallery of Art/Authur M.
Sackler Gallery Library be the depository library.
Junko Kurita (ACE Japan) added that ACE Japan has already begun collecting donations
from Japanese institutions and will send the first shipment of exhibition catalogs in early
June. The Japanese depository library in Akasaka will open this fall.
Sachie Noguchi (Pittsburgh) reported that all multivolume sets (MVS) funded during the
past three years by the Japan-United States Friendship Commission nave been cataloged
into the national databases. This is now the fourth year of support. The MVS Subcommittee reviewed apphcations from eight institutions and one consortium for materials costing more than 29 million y en. It recommended that the Commission fund the purchase of
447 volumes, 359 reels of microfilm, and 12,999 sheets of microfiche. All sets should be
received and cataloged by June 1996.
Ichiko Monta (Japanese Documentation Center, LC) reported that the Japan Foundation has
asked a group in Japan to assess electronic information needs in the humanities and social
sciences. Ellis Krauss, chair of the Electronic Resources Subcommittee, reviewed a survey
designed by ACE Japan and distributed a revised version to American researchers and librarians specializing in Japan studies. The results have been presented to ACE Japan for
use by JS-Net when planning future projects. The survey in the United States was funded
by ACE Japan.
Dorothy Gregor led an open discussion on future librarian training needs. The Librarian
Training Subcommittee has suggested that NCC organize a traveling workshop to be given
at the national AAS meeting as well as at the four regional AAS meetings on use of computer hardware and software and on use of NACSIS. The workshop would be offered to
both researchers and librarians. Members of the audience suggested (1) that the workshop
might be given at the Japan Foundation-funded Japan Seminars as well, (2) that there be
preworkshop instruction and postworkshop follow-up, and (3) that perhaps each region
could nominate someone to go to NACSIS for preworkshop training.
Izumi Koide (International House of Japan) announced that the Japan Foundation has
funded a new training program for senior Japanese studies librarians. The four-week
training session will be in Japanese at the National Diet Library. The focus will be librarians from Europe.
Amy Heinrich (Columbia) reported that the Japan Foundation Library Support Advisory
Subcommittee reviewed fifty-one apphcations for library grants and made final recommendations to the Foundation in concert with the American Advisory Subcommittee. The NCC
Subcommittee also recommended to the Japan Foundation that (1) it add a new category to
support computer hardware needs with funds separate from book support funds, (2) it ask
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applicants in categones AI and AII to select specific titles, and (3) it consider fiiture support
for material needs in high schools.
Dorothy Gregor led an open discussion about fiiture NCC planning. The consensus was
that NCC should first focus on bibliographic access to Japanese books and other materials.
Access should be both through databases and by means of interlibrary loan. Electronic access should strive for retrieval first of fiill-text joumal articles and then of newspaper anieles, documents, and government publications. Paper access should have a goal of opening up and improving interlibrary loan activities between the American library community
and its Japanese counterpart.
(Karl Kahler)
OCLC CJK Users Group
Program Committee Meeting
12 April 1996
Honolulu, Hawaii
The Program Committee of the OCLC CJK Users Group convened its annual meeting in
the Hilo Kona Kailua Room of the Hikai Hotel, Honolulu, from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. on Friday 12 April 1996. James Cheng of UCLA and chair of the OCLC CJK Users Group welcomed the attendees and the OCLC staff to the meeting. James announced that today's
meeting will be conducted in two parts. The first hour will be devoted to the status report
and the future development of the OCLC CJK program by Gary Houk. In the second
hour, Abraham Yu of UC-Irvine, chair of the Program Committee and chair-elect of the
OCLC CJK Users Group, will lead a discussion on CJK vernacular scripts in the authority
files, followed by a progress report on cooperative cataloging in large sets by Wen-ling Liu
of Indiana University.
I. OCLC Management Report, Gary Houk, Vice President, OCLC Services
Gary first introduced his staff: Bill Carney, Product Manager, responsible for the workstation, hardware and software, and user access of CJK Plus; Hisako Kotaka, Product
Manager, responsible for product management of the CJK system; Marty Withrow, Manager, in charge of the development of the CJK software; and Greg McKinney, Manager, in
charge of the Retrospective Conversion Department.
The OCLC management report covered the following areas: recent CJK organizational
changes at OCLC; annual update on OCLC CJK services, noting that the next month marks
the tenth anniversary of the OCLC CJK system; and an overview of product development
strategies and review of reference services, recognizing that mounting of the CJK database
in a reference system is currently lacking and is an area where OCLC is looking for input.
Gary pointed out that the current OCLC organization is quite different from the one when
Andrew Wang was responsible for CJK operations. Andrew is now more oceupied with
expanding OCLC services in the Asia-Pacific region. The new organization brings the
CJK business to the mainstream OCLC services organization. Among the over one thousand employees at OCLC, Gary is directly responsible for about 350 staff in seven cities,
forty of whom are dedicated 100 percent to CJK services. Many of them are responsible
for CJK retrospective conversion projeets. The OCLC Services Organization, which Gary
manages, includes the following four groups. Conversion and Contract Cataloging Services, has Maureen Finn as the Director. This group is responsible for retrospective conversion and for Techpro. Access Services, where Hisako Kotaka is placed, is managed by
Shirley Hyatt and is the group that CJK users more directly interact with for using the CJK
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system. Preservation Resources has Meg Bellinger in charge. The division is located in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania and does high quality microfilming and scanning and provides
infonnation in electronic format. Forest Press, with Peter Paulson in charge, is the publisher of the Dewey Decimal Classification.
The CJK Support staff with whom CJK users will most likely get in contact were introduced: C. Mottayaw, Conversion Services; M. Stout, Techpro Services; H. Kotaka, CJK
Functionality; B. Keener, Hardware Sales and Maintenance; B. Carney, Software Sales
and Services; User Network Services for Service Problems; and S. Hyatt for General Inquines.
Gary further outlined the current OCLC CJK Services which include On-line Cataloging
and Interlibrary Loan; CJK Plus Software and Workstation; Conversion Services; Contract
Cataloging Services; the new services of collection development, acquisitions, and shelfready materials for CJK and Vietnamese.
Gary reported that as of February 1996 there were forty-two libraries using OCLC CJK
with one hundred user workstations on-line, not including OCLC CJK workstations. The
annual revenues for the most recent year stand at $1.1 million for all CJK services, the
majority of which are from on-line services and retrospective conversion services. Currently, the key CJK activities are concentrated in the following areas:
(1).
Database Enrichment which includes the upgrade of CIP records (just started);
loading of resource files from Harvard University Library containing over one million records accessible from PRISM in a separate file, not in the on-line catalog; loading Japanese
WINE records from Waseda University Library; loading records from the book vendor,
Purvill, in Spain; the input of other files OCLC could load into the Online Union Catalog or
make them available in the electronic resources files through PRISM or FirstSearch; key
retrospective conversion projects, including 2.3 million records from the New York Public
Library and 325,000 Chinese records from the Harvard-Yenching Library to be input over
a five-year period; support for UNIMARC and UNICODE; and the growth of the CJK database to 1,276,332 records as of January 1996. There are 2.5 million holdings; last year
more than 400,000 records were added; 356,818 titles were converted; and Techpro cataloged over 20,000 new titles.
(2).
Local OPACs will provide local holdings information for CJK records with automatic provision of vernacular displays in LC card format and with local fields included.
This will be available in early 1997 with the version 3.0 release of CJK software.
(3).
Pinyin romanization will allow users to search and display records in pinyin romanization. The conversion from Wade-Giles to pinyin will not change the record in the
database. This will be available early in 1997 with the release of the version 3.0 CJK
software.
(4).
CJK name authority records will include CJK vernacular in the LC authority files.
National standards and a base file are not yet in place, the file requires cooperative efforts to
build, and much foundational work needs to be done before the file can be assembled.
(5).
The OCLC AsiaLink is a new OCLC service that replaces the CLASS Project Asia
and is based in San Jose, California. The service handles collection development, acquisitions, and cataloging for Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese material for public
libraries.
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(6).
Asia Pacific activities include the addition of 154 libraries in 1995 with a total of
476 libraries in this region, the offering of FirstSearch, EPIC, PRISM, CAT CD450, and
retrospective conversion services, and the upcoming opening of an OCLC Center in Beijing, using thirty workstations for FirstSearch triais.
Technical Services highlights: format integration implemented; PromptCat with shelf-ready
option to be implemented in the summer of 1996; OCLC Select, on-line ordering component, in which a library can order directly by logging into the system; version 2.1 with
format integration for CJK released; and version 3.0 is in development with a projected release in early 1997.
OCLC Reference Services activities with potential interest to CJK users: FirstSearch, the
fastest growing end-user on-line service, has sixty databases, full text for almost 2,000
journals, and a Web interface introduced on 18 February 1996, and is available to over
6,000 libraries (accessible through the World-Wide Web); Net First, the new OCLC database of Internet resources, was launched in December 1995 and currently contains nearly
50,000 records, allowing for the addition of 10,000 records per month with the new Editorial Production System; Electronic Journals Online has a total of forty-eight new joumals
(thirty-four of which are on the Web) and adds new journals generally in science and technology; and Electronic Archiving to establish OCLC as a major provider of electronic archiving services. OCLC's robotic tape silos can offer massive low-cost storage.
CJKpricing for fiscal year 1996-1997 will lower hardware maintenance prices effective 1
July, reducing costs to about one half. There will be no increase in telecommunication and
PRISM prices. The CJK Plus software license fee structure will be reviewed with the release of version 3.0.
II. Discussion of CJK vernacular characters in authority files, mediated by Abraham Yu,
UC-Irvine
Abraham' s topic was "Authority Control for the 21st Century: Towards a New Paradigm,"
a paper he presented earlier at the OCLC Conference on Research Issues for Authority
Control at OCLC in Dublin, Ohio in early April and at the CEAL Committee on Technical
Processing in Honolulu two days previous. The topic, he indicates, applies to all languages but focuses on CJK. The discussion was divided into five parts: introduction,
overview of the authority control in the twentieth century, CJK personal name headings,
towards a new paradigm: authority control for the twenty-first century, and conclusion.
Authority control is defined as providing comprehensive, high-quality, and uniform
authority records to make name headings in the bibliographic database consistent and fully
accessible. Abraham discussed the CJK personal name headings which were established in
roman form in the authority file in the following categories: standard romanization (Wang
An-shih, Hsun-tzu), nonstandard romanization (Tsiang Sho-chieh, Tong Ke-kong), derived English (Confucius, Mencius), and mixed form (En-han Lee, Eugene Wu). These
established roman forms do not always reflect the names used in pubücations or by the
author. He further discussed in detail the impact of CJK personal name headings estabüshed in roman form in terms of their accessibility, uniformity, quality, and comprehensibility. In order to solve the problems just mentioned, Abraham suggested that the following be established: a multilingual on-hne name authority file; a multiscript on-line authority
file; a multifunction on-line name authority file; a complete, unique, and timely on-line
name authority file; and a WWW-based on-line name authority file.
He concluded that we cannot effectively promote cooperative cataloging, resource sharing,
and CJK OPACs without also promoting the quality of the on-line name authority file as
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well as the bibliographic database. If LC, OCLC, and RLG could implement the twentyfirst century authority control, the future of accessing and updating name headings in the
on-line bibliographic database would be greatly improved. He urged the OCLC management and development team to take up the challenge of the development of vernacular CJK
scripts in the LC authority file and link the file to the bibliographic database for the efficiency of verifying and accessing name headings in the Online name Authority File as well
as in the Online Union Catalog.
ni. Progress report on cooperative cataloging of subtitles in CJK large sets, Wen-ling Liu,
Indiana University
Wen-ling summarized the cooperative analytic cataloging project on the issue of Chinese
collectanea (ts'ung shu). Her report attempted to provide an analysis of cataloging issues
surrounding this particular task. She then discussed the criteria of core-level records for
nonroman script materials. She also explained the inadequate analytical entries and the inaccessibility to the collectanea which present a unique backlog problem for East Asian libraries.
Wen-ling pointed out the cooperative analytic cataloging is cost-effective for large CJK
bibliographic databases such as OLUC CJK and RLIN CJK. The benefits to be derived
include enhancing cataloging operations by making more records available for use in copy
cataloging, increasing the number of CJK bibliographic records in large CJK databases
through the cooperative efforts of analytic cataloging, lowering of cataloging costs to libraries by sharing catalog records, allowing database member libraries to download the
analytic records into local databases to make adjustments according to local requirements.
From the cataloger's perspective, it rnaximizes the contributions of original records in the
national database. From the users perspective, it ulereases the use of originally inaccessible
titles.
Wen-ling suggested the consideration of the core-level records for nonroman script materials as proposed by the Non-Roman Core Record Task Group of the Cooperative Cataloging Council in the fall of 1994. She stated that lack of subject headings is not a problem for
the collectanea sets but lack of authority control will directly affect the quality of the access
to bibliographic records.
An updated list of the Chinese collectanea contains 244 titles as of March 1996 (See pages
58 to 77 above). Survey results indicated that, among the 244 titles, 117 are fully or partially analyzed; there are uneven cataloging standards; ninety percent of the analytic records
contain vernacular data; among the 177 analyzed sets, half are encoded as minimal or less
than full leveis; noticeable increase in copy cataloging for analytics because of retrospective
conversion projeets; currently there are eight participants in the project (Washington, Colorado, UCLA, Pittsburgh, Harvard, UCSD, UBC, and Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology. Wen-ling raised these questions as she concluded: what is the leadership
role that OCLC would demonstrate in the project? is OCLC prepared to set standards for
the participating libraries or should we not have standards at all? for the participating
project?
(Karen T. Wei)
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